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Tony Pape's NFL Europe Diary 

March 10, 2005
NFL Europe 

  

Tony Pape finally got to 

line up against another 

team on Tuesday. 

(waynepaulo.com)   

 

Berlin Thunder tackle Tony Pape will write a weekly diary through the NFL Europe 
season to give fans an insight into the life of a player in Europe. The Miami Dolphins 
allocated tackle’s second entry comes from Tampa Bay, where Berlin have finally got 
to measure themselves against another team. 

Hello again from the not so sunny Tampa, Florida. Unfortunately the weather here in 
Tampa has not been typical of what is considered “Florida weather.” This past 
Tuesday our scheduled scrimmage against the Frankfurt Galaxy was delayed due to 
“Thunder” storms. Coincidence? I find that hard to believe. But despite the delay we 
still did end up having the practice scrimmage later that day. 

The scrimmage against Frankfurt was a great way to gauge where our team is in 
terms what we need to work on. Although the scrimmage went extremely well, we 
still have room for improvement. The offensive at times looked extremely promising 

with al lot of big play potential. Quarterback Dave Ragone stepped up and took it 
upon himself to be the leader of our offense. The running game looked positive with our running backs making a lot 
of good cuts behind some nice offensive line holes. Being in the trenches I did not get a good look at how the 
receivers did, but I did hear some praise from the other players. Wideouts Aaron Boone, Michael Jennings and 
Terrence Stubbs have been doing an outstanding job at practice, and have been a deep threat to our defense all 
camp. 

I think that the most encouraging thing to come out of the scrimmage was to see the tenacity of our defense. It was 
very evident that we have great team speed on our defense and we know how to use it to our advantage. Our 
defensive ends, Darrell Lee and DeAngelo Lloyd, gave the Frankfurt’s offensive tackles trouble in pass protection 
all day, caving in the pocket and getting in the quarterbacks face. Linebackers Winston Taylor, Jamal Brooks, and 
Josh Buhl showed their ability to stop the run with their great pursuit speed. Both our offense and our defense have 
great potential and great ability, but that is second to none to our team’s toughness. Our tight end John Frieser 
actually lost one of his front teeth in the scrimmage, but wasn’t upset because he lost his tooth, rather because he 
couldn’t participate in the rest of the scrimmage. 

Week two of camp is coming to an end but the Berlin Thunder is coming closer together. It is evident that our team 
is beginning to become more of a single unit, rather than a group of individuals. As a team we are forming a unity 
and a camaraderie that is only achieved by spending every single waking second with each other for three weeks 
straight. Our team is growing every day into a force to be reckoned with. 
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